The Good Coffee Project
Giving coffee farmers equitable payments
Circle NFT Payment Solutions

Introduction
Meet Chantel Daniel, Founder and CEO of The Good Coﬀee Project, or TGCP for short.
I have always had a keen interest in finance and spent the early part of my career in stuﬀy oﬀices, where I was very
uncomfortable and treated poorly. Without a means of income to look after myself when I no longer was wanted at work, I
became homeless, depressed and unsure of myself. My life changed when I turned to coﬀee to build a business only to learn
that I was involved in a trade dominated by forced labour and a colonial past that hadn’t changed for centuries.
My heart for humanity has grown so much since starting in coﬀee 3 years ago that I have put my own story to one side to
getting a solution for these farmers.
Blockchain has been a life-changer for so many communities around the world and I am here to learn how we can apply this
technology practically, in coﬀee. I find that I can now combine my passion to find a solution with the practical use of my
accounting knowledge for the benefit of the community I am building through TGCP, as a social impact entrepreneur.
Meet Godwin Jimmy, CTO of The Good Coﬀee Project.

Track of choice
The name of the track we are competing for is the ‘Circle NFT Payment Solution’.
We have completed the application for this track to include the following elements:
-

2 min Video
6 page Slide Deck on speciﬁed template
Prototype

Project
To facilitate the payment for coffee vendors and coffee lovers via crypto we will be build a crypto wallet and
nft marketplace using the circle api's.
the wallet system will be design to facilitate and fast track p2p transactions/nft exchange between coffee
lovers, coffee vendors and users, coffee vendors and farmers, between coffee vendors and suppliers.
The wallet system can be used to receive and send crypto globally and used as a means to store crypto
currency
with the use of USDC vendors, supplier and farmers can be safe from deﬂation on their currency as the only
need to exchange this tokens to ﬁat when they need it.

the good coffee wallet will be the ﬁrst crypto wallet dedicated to the coffee community speciﬁcally for their
needs.
Link to the prototype: Prototype

Technology & Tech Stack
We will be using flutter to build the mobile application. We will be using Node.js to build
the backend and consumer all the api’s for the mobile application.
We will be using the circle api for all payment structure and systems.

Scalability
With a large coﬀee community we are sure of getting this mobile application into the
hands of a minimum of 1 thousand users, including vendors, farmers, supplier, and
users.
We have a community of active coﬀee lovers, suppliers and vendors.

